EWPA YELLOW CARD
Industry Card - for Elevating Work Platform up to 11 metres
LOCATIONS Men At Work Port Macquarie - 12 Belah Road
Men At Work Coffs Harbour - 6/21 Industrial Drive
Onsite for groups - conditions apply
PRICE

$435 (one machine class - quote basis for additional machine classes)

DURATION Approximately 6-8 hours face to face - depending on class size and prior knowledge and experience.
Maximum class size is 10 students.
TRAINING COURSE AIM
The yellow card training program has been designed by the Elevating Work Platform Association of Australia
(EWPA) for people needing to develop the skills and knowledge required to operate mobile elevating work
platforms (MEWPs or EWPS). This course will provide training in the safe use of various types of EWP's including
boom length up to 11 metres (specific classes can be requested for groups).

COURSE CONTENT
The EWP Operator licence/ Yellow Card Training course offers comprehensive theoretical and hands on
training provided by Trainers accredited by the EWPA. In completing this course, you can expect to learn
the skills required to safely operate various types of MEWP's.
Course participants will gain theoretical knowledge as well as practical skills in the following areas:
Hazard identification, risk assessment and controls
Fall arrest harness inspection, fitting and use
Identify safe operating parameters using data plate and manual
Conduct pre and post operational checks
Operation of EWP
Emergency procedures
Theory assessment and practical observation and demonstration

CLASSES AVAILABLE
*Vertical Lift (VL) * Scissor Lift (SL) *Self Propelled Boom Lift (BL) *Truck Mounted Lift (TM)

All courses are conducted by EWPA Accredited Trainers and are highly experienced in this field.

COURSE OUTCOME
Upon successful completion participants will receive an EWP operator card (EWPA Yellow Card) Licence. This
is valid for 5 years. Upon expiry of your licence, you are able to renew or refresh your licence. Please phone
the office to ask more about these options. If you require a Statement of Attainment for RIIHAN301E Operate Elevating Work Platforms, you are able to apply for an additional $50 through the EWPA - please
notify this prior to training as you will be required to complete more paperwork.
To register, call Men At Work on:
02 65814600 (PMQ)
02 56062499 (Coffs)
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Ph 02 6581 4600
Men at Work Training & Assessment
training@menatwork.net.au
www.menatwork.net.au
ABN 71 129 889 783 RTO 41067

